Information: OSI
Open Systems International (OSI) is a leading supplier of automation and control system
software for various electric utility companies worldwide. OSI solutions are also marketed
to other utilities such as the oil and gas, transportation, and water industries for large scale
projects.
For nearly two decades, OSI technology has been in the forefront of electric utility operation
and control across the globe. Its solutions help empower utility customers to meet their
operational challenges with unsurpassed reliability and peace of mind, day in and day out.
OSI provides open, state-of-the art, high performance automation solutions to electric
utilities, including Supervisory Control and Data Acquisitions (SCADA) systems, network
management systems, energy management systems, distribution management systems, and
generation management systems. OSI's advanced platforms allow utilities to manage and
optimize their generation, transmission, and distribution of power.
OSI is an American owned and operated company, headquartered in Medina, Minnesota, a
suburb of Minneapolis. OSI has been in business for nearly 20 years and still remains a
privately held corporation. From its mere beginnings, with a staff of a few visionaries and
engineering entrepreneurs, it has now grown to a company of approximately 300
employees, the majority of whom are located in Minnesota. OSI also has offices and
partnerships in strategic markets worldwide.
OSI is proud to be an American supplier of advanced technology to the rest of the world,
especially in a field traditionally dominated by foreign suppliers. OSI continually strives to
expand its operations in the United States, and uses an American workforce to develop its
products and export them to countries worldwide. This uniquely qualifies OSI to provide its
customers among the best support and maintenance services in the industry, as well as the
very best Cyber Security and NERC CIP compliance programs.
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Boehringer Ingelheim: BI Cattle
Uncertainty comes over you slowly.
It rolls into your subconscious, building momentum until it's right there on top of you.
Mergers are like that.
They're an impending storm of fear and uncertainty. Of rapid growth and forced
evolution. There's one undeniable truth about mergers: They bring change. And within that
change, lies opportunity. Today, we have an opportunity to be change.
With the sharpest minds in the industry working towards the same goals, we'll reimagine
the possibilities and redefine the limitations of cattle health.
Our products will be broader and more complete while our customer service will be
reinforced with more expertise, more presence and more solutions.
It comes from our collective values, people and leadership. And that's something we'll rely
on.
Boehringer Ingelheim and Merial. Together, we will continue.
Continue to provide the kind of innovation and service that lead the way forward.
Continue to provide a steady drumbeat of breakthroughs that reshape the animal
health industry forever.
Change is upon us. Look around and see the new Boehringer Ingelheim.
And get ready for the change we're bringing this industry.
Male/Female 50-65 Distinguished, wise read with a cool and easy cadence. Energy builds
through the script to add drama, then resolves with the last few lines. Not looking for a
Clint Eastwood-sounding voice, but his read is very impactful.
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NK Seeds: Sounds Of A Successful Yield
There are many sounds connected with a successful yield. An alarm beeping before the sun
rises. Coffee brewing in preparation for hours in the field. The sound of a combine starting
up. And not stopping until the sun goes down.
But it all begins with the sound of a laboratory... When you buy NK seeds you're getting
technology from the brightest scientific minds in agriculture. Our scientists apply advanced
research with unrivaled knowledge to produce a highly-specified combination of traits and
genetics, in order to maximize your crop return. And that my friends, creates the sound of
money. Need proof?
You make your living in the field. To do it well, you need the best equipment. The best work
ethic. The best machines. And the best seed technology. NK seed technology represents the
very latest in research and development, producing high yielding corn and soybeans. By
working together with your Golden Harvest seed advisor or NK retailer, you'll be confident
in knowing you're getting the kind of technology that ensures your harvest is a good one.
Need proof?
Specs: A strong male voice. A bit of rough tone, but sounds very intelligent. Able to deliver a
read that's a bit slower, yet powerful. Should be read very clear and to the point.
Informative but from a perspective of someone that's farmed the land.
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Golf Galaxy: General Safety Topics
Male PGA Pro: General Safety Topics
Let's talk about safety because safety really matters at Golf Galaxy. Golf Galaxy recognizes
its responsibility to provide a safe and healthy environment for all associates and
customers. A safe environment adds to the overall experience of shopping and working at
Golf Galaxy and also directly translates into increased profitability/for the company. The
efficiency of our business is measured by our ability to control unnecessary loss as well as
effectively deal with those losses that do occur.
We'll begin with the Safety Coordinator. The GSM in your store will also act as the Safety
Coordinator and is responsible for making safety an integral part of the Golf Galaxy
structure. Some of the Safety Coordinator's responsibilities include the following:
· Assisting with planning and organizing bi-annual Emergency Evacuation drills
· Maintaining an emergency contact list
· Coordinating OSHA training
· Conducting accident investigations
· Serving as the contact person for Risk Management
More information on the Safety Coordinator's responsibilities can be found in Chapter 14 of
the Store Operations Manual.
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Uponor Pro Squad
Friends & Neighbors
(Pronounced oop-ah-nor ) man, deep voice with some grit—similar to "We Mean Progress"
video) • Youngish sounding, 30-40 but with conviction. • Slightly deeper voice • Everyman

What do we mean when we say We're moving water forward?
How do we deliver On our commitment
To make water smarter?
Simple.
We call upon YOU to join us on our quest for progress
And bring advanced technology to the world of plumbing.
You see, the water your customers expect each time they turn on the tap
..to wash their hands
. . brush their teeth
.or fill a glass is becoming more scarce every day.
And aging pipes put their homes at risk for leaks and costly water damage. But new
technology gives us new ways to protect our water supply and your customers' investments.
That's why we created the Uponor Pro Squad.
Uniting a team of expert plumbers around a shared purpose: to move water, and our
industry, forward
To new levels of confidence and collaboration; Greater heights of sustainability; Tighter
partnerships; And improved efficiency.
With innovative technology that makes water smarter, and businesses stronger.
So what exactly do we mean when we say we're moving water forward?
We mean we're rallying around this common calling. To advance our noble trade.
And take our quest for progress to the next level.
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Tai Chi Workout Program
Tai Chi, the ancient Chinese system of exercise and martial arts is widely recognized as a
way to increase vitality, self-confidence and overall better health. The following program
presents the fundamentals of Tai Chi in a comprehensive workout. The key to this workout
is not to over exert yourself. Our Tai Chi experts will be demonstrating three levels –
beginner, intermediate, and advanced. Choose the level that is most comfortable for you
and stick with it. Progress at your own pace. Through consistent practice, you will be able to
achieve the results you desire.
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